Abstract. In this paper, it took a well-known dessert stores as the research object. It analyzed the sales data of the certain selling desserts in the past few months. It took into account that the gray prediction model had some characteristics, such as the less data required, more accurate forecasting, high accuracy. It used the new information improved GM (1,1) model to forecast the raw material of a certain selling dessert under the new information principle of gray system theory. It can order accurately in the next according to the predicted results. It can solve the problem that the waste because of excessive order quantity and the loss because of lacking order quantity.So it can improve the store's turnover and bring more economic benefits.
Introduction
M dessert is a well-known domestic brands, and it is popular with consumers. This paper is studied in a business district branch, The store has high traffic and good sales performance. The inaccurate order will affect the store turnover and reduce profit.
Gray system theory was born in the early 1980s, It is founded by professor Deng Julong. He is a Chinese scholar. It takes the "small sample", "poor information" uncertain system as the research object. It mainly extracts valuable information through generating and developing the "partial" information to achieve correctly describe and effective control of the system operating rule [1] [2] [3] . Gray system theory not only establishes a relatively complete theoretical system, but also be applied in many areas, such as agriculture, geology, economics, management, health care, education and so on.So it has won the attention and recognition of domestic and foreign academic [4] . Zhang Qiang proposed the modeling approach combined the new information GM (1,1) model and the weights generated the background value. It used optimization method to realize the adaptive selection of the gray model dimension and background values of weights [5] .
In this paper, the new information improved GM (1,1) model is used to predict the order quantity of a kind of material according to the actual store sales and the sales data in recent weeks. It solve the problem that order quantity is inaccuracy. It is found that the predicted result of improved model is more accurate.
Gray GM (1,1) model
Gray system theory focuses on "small sample", "poor information" uncertainty problems that probability and statistics, fuzzy mathematics are difficult to solve . It explores the movement of things reality rule from operator sequence according to the covered information. Its characteristic is "less data modeling." GM (1,1) model is a model of an approximate differential and differential equations, it has differential, differential, index compatibility and other properties. the parameters of the model is adjustable, the structure varies over time. It breaks the limits that the general modelings require much more data, it is a new breakthrough ideas and methods on modeling.
Set up
It calls that the 
x k az k b + = as basic form of GM (1,1) model. Set X （0） as non-negative sequence:
( )
is the adjacent mean generated sequence of X The role of new information to awareness is greater than the old information. "The new information priority principle" is the information concept of gray system theory. It can improve the effectiveness of gray model, gray prediction, gray analysis, gray evaluation and gray decision-making to give new information greater weight. "Metabolism" model reflects the " priority principle of new information." The adding of new information provides a scientific basis for the gray element albino. "The new information priority principle" is a concrete manifestation of information timeliness . According to the new information priority principle of gray system theory, it uses the means that the system itself supplies latest information and improves the boundary conditions to improve the GM model, so the prediction accuracy of the model can be improved. x established by the GM (1,1) model .In the GM (1,1) model, the boundary conditions is ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) and future value of the predicted value are far apart in time, the impact on the prediction is weak. It is not appropriate that make value as the boundary value. It can be considered that make the conditions that contain the latest information on the system as a boundary condition:
x n x n = , call parameters of GM (1,1) of
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as the new information GM (1,1) model. The parameter estimation of the model is :
Practical problems study
The turnover of M dessert have a great relationship with climate , summer business is the best, some desserts raw materials is shown in Table 1 . Table 2 . The above table shows that the original error and average error of new information improvement GM (1,1) model is lower than the other two models, and the error is minimal, the accuracy is the highest. Therefore, use the new information improvement GM (1,1) model to predict the amount of raw materials for the dessert next week, the result is 3.85.
Summary
The new information improvement of gray theory is used to predict the amount of raw materials of a dessert combined with its actual orders and the way to operate by the research of M dessert actual situation, The order accuracy is increased greatly, it can avoid to impact the turnover because of stockout and cause a loss because of residue.
